We report that the complex conjugate ambiguity in spectral domain OCT approaches (including swept source OCT and Fourier-domain OCT) may be removed by the use of novel interferometer designs based on NxN couplers. An interferometer based on a 3x3 truly fused fiber coupler with equal splitting ratios provides simultaneous access to components of the complex interferometric signal separated by 120
INTRODUCTION
Interferometry with broadband light sources has become a widely used technique for imaging in biological samples using optical coherence tomography (OCT). Very recently, some investigators [1, 2] have suggested that spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) techniques such as swept-source OCT (SSOCT) [3] and Fourier-Domain OCT (FDOCT) [4] have significant advantages both in sensitivity and robustness over the widely used approach of timedomain OCT (TDOCT). In SDOCT, the positions of scatterers in a sample are resolved by acquiring the optical spectrum of sample light interfered with light from a single, stationary (or phase stepped), reference reflector. In SSOCT, the spectrum is acquired in a single detector by temporally sweeping the source spectrum, while in FDOCT the spectrum is acquired by dispersing interference light from a broadband source across a detector array. For the discussion below, consider the Michelson type fiber interferometer illustrated in Fig. 1 . In either SSOCT or FDOCT, the total electric field at the detector is related to 
The factor of 2 in the kernel exponent ensures the recovery of single-sided distances, and n∈{1,M}. In the x-domain, the channel spacing is δx=1/∆k and the scan depth is ∆x max =1/δk [-1/(2δk) to +1/(2δk)]. However, because the A-scan is symmetric (as will be discussed below) the effective scan depth is ∆x max =1/(2δk).
Qualitatively, Eq. (2) has three peaks for the case of a single reflector in the sample arm with path length difference of ∆x. The central peak is located at x=0, this is the DC component due to the transform of the source spectrum S[k m ]. The two other peaks are symmetric, located at x n =±∆x, and are due to the interferometric portion of Eq. (2). The symmetric peaks arise as an artifact of the Fourier transform. Since photodiode and CCD cameras only measure the intensity, the phase information of the field is lost. As result, the signal detected is purely real valued, and the Fourier transform of the signal is therefore complex conjugate symmetric. The consequence of the complex conjugate symmetry of the A-scan is that a reflection at +∆x cannot be distinguished from a reflector at -∆x, and thus samples containing reflections at both +∆x and -∆x contain significant artifacts which cannot be removed by post-processing. This property of SDOCT techniques is referred to as the complex conjugate ambiguity. The complex conjugate ambiguity can be resolved by additionally collecting the imaginary part of the complex interferometric signal described in Eq. (1b). Since sine and cosine are related by a phase shift of π/2, recording a spectrum corresponding to a displacement of 2∆x by a value of λ/2 recovers the full complex signal [4] . The complete complex signal can then be written as
where the superscript notation represents the 0 o and 90 o phase separated measurements. The Fourier transform of the full complex signal is thus an A-scan with the positive or negative path length difference of the sample arm reflector unambiguously determined
In order to remove the DC artifact, a third spectrum representing the spectral shape of the source must also be acquired. In the limit that the reference arm power is much higher than the sample arm power, a reference DC spectrum can be acquired by collecting light from the reference arm only (sample arm blocked). Alternately, when many Ascans are available, as when acquiring a Bscan, the DC spectrum can be obtaining by averaging over all the spectra, exploiting the fact that the net contribution of the interference infringes must sum to zero. With the DC spectrum acquired by either technique, the complex signal with DC component removed is given by:
where the D DC [k m ] term represents the source spectrum indexed by wavenenumber.
In previous implementations of FDOCT, phase shifting interferometry techniques have been exploited to dither the phase of the reference electric field in order to collect real and imaginary parts on sequential scans [4] . Phase shifting, however, requires a stable and carefully calibrated reference arm step, is not instantaneous, and is sensitive to interferometer drift between phase-shifted acquisitions. To the best of our knowledge, phase shifting for resolution of the complex conjugate ambiguity has not yet been attempted in SSOCT, although the benefits and drawbacks of this approach will be similar as for FDOCT.
A potentially more elegant solution for complex signal acquisition in SDOCT consists of making use of the intrinsic, wavelength-independent, non-complementary phase relationships which exist between light returning from interferometers constructed from higher order (NxN) fiber couplers [5] . For example, a Michelson-type interferometer constructed using a truly fused 3x3 coupler having an even split ratio between the ports ideally exhibits a phase delay between input ports of 120 o [6] . Other phase delays (including 90 o ) may be obtained in 3x3 couplers with non-even splitting ratios, or by use of couplers with higher port counts [5] . Thus, a very robust complex FDOCT system can be constructed from a 3x3 coupler as illustrated in Fig. 2 to simultaneously acquire multiple phase components of the complex interferometric signal. A similar approach leads to an analogous interferometer design for instantaneous complex SSOCT. 
Here, ∆φ mn = φ m -φ n is the phase difference, and β mn the wavelength dependent power splitting ratio between output ports m and n of the coupler. Both ∆φ mn and β mn are functions of the coupling coefficients α ab from fiber a to fiber b. The derived quadrature spectra are separated in phase by 90 o , thus the inverse Fourier transform of the full complex signal i Re + j⋅i Im reveals the depth-reflectivity profile of the sample with the complex conjugate ambiguity resolved.
METHODS
We constructed the instantaneous complex FDOCT setup illustrated in Fig. 2 using a superluminescent diode source (Superlum; λ o =830nm, ∆λ=28nm), an AC Photonics, Inc. 3x3 truly fused fiber coupler, and two spectrometers (Thermo-Oriel, 1/8m focal length) with 1024 element photodiode array detectors (Hamamatsu, 2.5mm tall elements on a 25µm pitch). The power incident on the sample was 1mW, and the line rate was 500Hz. For the complex conjugate resolved Ascans, the effective maximum full depth is equal to ~800um by the Nyquist sampling criteria for this system. The coupling coefficients measured are shown in Figure 3 , as well as the derived values of ∆φ mn and β mn used for the conversion to quadrature. 
RESULTS
The quality of the quadrature conversion can be quantified by comparing the complex conjugate resolved Ascan with an unresolved Ascan. For this comparison, a mirror attenuated by a 2.5OD neutral density filter was placed in the sample arm. For both sets of data, the DC component was subtracted by measuring the reference arm power only with the sample arm blocked. The interferometric portion of both acquired photodetector array outputs for a single reflector in the sample arm is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) , and the corresponding Ascan from a single detector output is illustrated in Fig. 4 (b) . The quadrature signal, obtained by using ∆φ mn and β mn presented in Fig. 3 in Eq. (5), is plotted in Fig. 4 (c) and the complex conjugate resolved Ascan is shown in Fig. 4 (d) . The data indicates a suppression of the complex conjugate peak of >20dB, and an SNR gain of ~5dB over that of the single detector. The small artifacts at DC and a ghost remnant of the negative image of the reflector observed in the conjugate resolved Ascan are likely due to slight mismatches in the spectrometer alignments. The peak height of the suppressed of the complex conjugate ambiguity is shown to be relatively constant as a function of depth in Fig. 5 , and the peak SNR was measured as ~93dB. B-scans of a zebrafish eye are presented in Fig. 6 . For both images, the DC spectrum was obtained by computing the average of all the collected spectra. The image on the left (Fig. 6(a) ) was processed using only one of the two detector outputs. In this case, the complex conjugate ambiguity is not resolved and severe artifacts are observed. Using Eq. (5) to obtain both quadrature components and using the signal acquired simultaneously from both detector outputs demonstrates that the complex conjugate ambiguity has been resolved ( Fig. 6 (b) ). The ambiguity resolved image is clearly superior, with the exception of an artifact at DC arising from imperfect subtraction of the DC signal component. Figure 6 . B-Scans of a plastic sheet using a 3x3 Michelson interferometer. In (a) only a single detector output was used to generate the A-scan, and the complex conjugate ambiguity is manifested as overlapping mirror images. (b) The full quadrature signal generated from the acquired spectra using Eq. 5 resolves the complex conjugate ambiguity, resulting in a clear image of the sample. The full depth of each A-scan is 1200µm; 500 A-scans were acquired spanning 0.5mm lateral displacement. Both images contain an artifact at zero displacement due to imperfect DC signal subtraction. a b
